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Bartolomeo Ciccone, Florence (1982), lives and works in Florence.

the link between painting and mark, the fading of the image, the unfinished meant as the existential 

condition continuously becoming, are fundamental aspects in Bartolomeo Ciccone’s work. Bartolomeo 

Ciccone’s pictorial works originate from personal experiences and photographic references often linked 

to the theme of human image, social life, and relationships. Sentences, words, texts, letters, related to 

various experiences of life, of social networks, with painting attempting to create disturbances, interfe-

rence, removals and destruction, exploiting the human image as a tabula where signs, data, information 

can be dropped and collected. 

His education begun already in the family since his father is a painter. it continued at the national insti-

tute of art in Florence where he graduated in 2001 . Part of the studies was the course in art graphic  at 

the international school “il Bisonte”. He graduated in 2005 at the opificio delle Pietre Dure in Florence, 

with a  specialization in the preservation of wall painting. in 2007 he earned the Bachelor’s Degree in 

Cultural Heritage Conservation at the University of tuscia and in 2016 the Second academic Degree at 

the academy of Fine arts in Florence in the field of Visual arts and new expression languages with a 

dissertation titled “Street art: between clandestinity and public commission”,  supervised by Franco Spe-

roni and mauro Betti.  in 2015 he won the first award within the painting category at the Competition 

“Faces” organized by eneganart, where the  committee was chaired by Fabio Cavallucci, Director of the 

Center for Contemporary art luigi Pecci in Prato.

He exhibited his works in museums and galleries in italy and attended workshops with internationally 

renowned artists such as Sisley Xhafa. Since 2015, he has been transforming his operating centre into 

the exhibition space “Studio Ciccone” at the Palace of Painters in Florence as a place for exhibitions and 

artistic events. Since 2017 he is a member of iCom (international Council of museums).

Bartolomeo Ciccone // Statement
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i loVe nY

UntitleD, ( WaSHinGton SQUare ParK   # 1), oil 
and marker on canvas, cm 200 x 200, 2014

UntitleD (BrooKlYn BriDGe # 1), oil on canvas, 
cm 200x200, 2015

UntitleD ( WaSHinGton SQUare ParK # 2), oil 
and acrilic on canvas, cm 200x200, 2015

UntitleD (BrooKlYn BriDGe # 2), oil on canvas, 
cm 200x200, 2016

national award “Faces” , organized by eneganart, 
first place in the  painting section, Complex of San 
Firenze, music Hall, oratorio dei Filippini, Florence.
Panel chaired by Fabio Cavallucci, Director of the 
Center for Contemporary art “luigi Pecci” in Prato.

the painting was exhibited at the exhibition “nuovo 
mecenatismo #2”, Palazzo medici riccardi, Florence.
Curators: Paola Bitelli, Valeria Bruni, edoardo mali-
gigi (Startpoint 2015, academy of Fine arts in Flo-
rence).

the painting was exhibited at the exhibition “Studi 
aperti 2016, accademia a Palazzo”, Palace of Pain-
ters, Florence.
Supported by the City of Florence with eugenio 
Giani, maria Federica Giuliani and eugenio Cecioni 
(academy of Fine arts in Florence).
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UntitleD, ( WaSHinGton SQUare ParK   # 1), oil and marker on canvas, cm 200x200, 2014

i love new York is a project dedicated to the afro-american people. Bartolomeo Ciccone’s pictorial works 
originate from personal experiences and photographic references often linked to the theme of human 
image, social life, and relationships. Sentences, words, texts, letters, related to various experiences of 
life, of social networks with painting attempting to create disturbances, interference, removals and de-
struction, exploiting the human image as a tabula where signs, data, information can be dropped and 
collected

“Bartolomeo Ciccone, painter  and veritable son of the art word, loves the harmonious light of his stu-
dio , a light that allows him to create works in wich the visual interference between painting and sign 
transforms into a unique language” lavinia rinaldi, Where art resides,  FirenZe-maDe in tUSCanY, n. 
37, winter 2016, pp. 144-149.

i loVe nY
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national award “Faces” , organized by eneganart, first place in the  painting section, Complex of San 
Firenze, music Hall, oratorio dei Filippini, Florence
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UntitleD (BrooKlYn BriDGe # 1), oil  on canvas, cm 200x200, 2015

the painting was exhibited at the exhibition “nuovo 
mecenatismo #2”, Palazzo medici riccardi, Florence.
Curators: Paola Bitelli, Valeria Bruni, edoardo mali-
gigi (Startpoint 2015, academy of Fine arts in Flo-
rence).
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UntitleD ( WaSHinGton SQUare ParK # 2), oil and acrilic on canvas,, cm 200x200, 2015
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UntitleD (BrooKlYn BriDGe # 2), oil on canvas, cm 200x200, 2016
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FaCeS

“Faces”, town Hall of Signa (Florence), Fresco room,.
Curators: maurizio Catolfi, Gianpiero Fossi, alber¬to Cristianini, Paolo Bam-
bagioni.

Part of the project was exhibited at lechi museum of montichiari (Brescia) in 
2017,  Palazzo dell’abbondanza (massa marittima-Gr) in 2016  and Palace of 
Painters, Florence, 2015
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FaCeS

the faces project is a series of oil paintings on the table. the faces depicted are obtained by fading the 
image. Painting in this work is a filter for the focus of the characters, enhancing their interiority and ma-
king them rarefied and constantly metamorphosed.

“…a series of works full of charm and able to communicate to the visitor particular emotions..” alberto 
Cristianini/Paolo Bambagioni, exhibition brochures “Faces”, town Hall of Signa (Florence), Fresco room.
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UntitleD

i have created this pictorial work by appropriating memories and feelings of the past in order to stop on 
the canvas the continuing images of decapitation, resulting from the middle east crisis, transmitted by 
the media. an attempt to use an image of others, in this case, is from the scene of Judith and Holofernes 
(Cristofano allori, 1615-17, Palatine Gallery of Palazzo Pitti in Florence) to express themselves in the pre-
sent. increasing the scale i reproduced the same face, much larger, isolated and with a strong impact, 
turned in pop and fluorescent colors to combine the sense of wonder with the sensation of a memory: 
to find a vision, a recent collective memory through a “regeneration “of the history of art.

UntitleD, oil on canvas, cm 195x195, 2014
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Chalet Corno alle Scale (tuscany), Untitled (installation proposal) Palace of Painters, Florence, Untitled (installation proposal)
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eDUCation 

2016 Florence, academy of Fine arts, Specialization in Visual arts and  new expressive languages – 
Painting section.
 
2007 Viterbo, University of tuscia , Graduate  in Conservation  of Cultural Heritage.

2005 Florence, opificio delle Pietre Dure, Degree in Conservation of Cultural Heritage, Specialization 
in Wall Paintings and Polychrome Stuccos.

2001 Florence, national institute of art (Porta romana),  High school certificate in Conservation and 

antique techniques /Painting.

Solo eXHiBitionS 

2016 “life line”, together with the group Flowing (Bartolomeo Ciccone/antonio turrisi/Chiara Giro-
mini), Brunelleschi Cloister, museum of Santa Croce, Florence. 
night audiovisual installation realized on the occasion of the 50th anniversary of the flood in Florence. 
Patronage of the City of Florence (maria Federica Giuliani) and  opera di Santa Croce (Giuseppe De mi-
cheli)

2015 “Faces”, town Hall of Signa (Florence), Fresco room,.
Curators: maurizio Catolfi, Gianpiero Fossi, alber¬to Cristianini, Paolo Bambagioni.

2012 “Bartolomeo Ciccone”, artexpertise Gallery, Florence.Curator: Guia Silvani.

GroUP eXHiBitionS

 
2017 “Continuità del Vuoto - Spazio aperto”, Humanistic library of the University of Florence, with 
richard long, Jorge eielson and others, Florence. 
Curator: lucilla Saccà.

2017 “XXiii treccani degli alfieri award”, exhibition of finalists, painting and photography section, 
lechi museum of montichiari (Brescia).

2016 “life line”, with Chiara Giromini and Jingyue li, academy of Fine arts in Florence. 

2016 “Da faces a cambiamenti”, Palazzo dell’abbondanza, massa marittima (Grosseto), tuscany. Cura-
tor: ileana mayol.

2016 “Studi aperti 2016, accademia a Palazzo”, palazzo dei Pittori, Florence.
Supported by the City of Florence with eugenio Giani, maria Federica Giuliani and eugenio Cecioni (aca-
demy of Fine arts in Florence).

2016 “melody”, music school “il trillo”, Florence, Curator: tan Bi De. 

2015 “Fine is art” – Palazzo dei Pittori, Studio Ciccone, with  robert Pettena (noble explosion ), Flo-
rence.

2015 “nuovo mecenatismo #2”, Palazzo medici riccardi, Florence.
Curators: Paola Bitel¬li, Valeria Bruni, edoardo maligigi (Startpoint 2015, academy of Fine arts in Flo-
rence).

2015 “Faces”, Complex of San Firenze, music Hall, oratorio dei Filippini, Florence.
Panel: Fabio Cavallucci, Director of the Centro per l’arte Contemporanea luigi Pecci in Prato.
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2015 “25 anni dopo-studi aperti”, Palazzo dei Pittori, Florence.
Committee for the 150th Century of Florence Capital: eugenio Giani, titta meucci, maria Federica Giu-
liani.

2015 “Capitalestate #florence150”,  fsmgallery, Florence.

2014 “remember Henry James”, Video review, Galleria 166a, Florence.
Cura¬tor: Beth Vermeer.

2014 “remember Henry James”, Palagio di Parte Guelfa/Palazzo medici riccardi, Florence.
Cura¬tor: Beth Vermeer.

2013 “international Painting award aldo tavella”, loggia Barbaro, Palazzo del Capitanio, Verona.

2012 “ritratti d’io”, ex ansaldo – City of cultures, milan. 
Curator: Silvia Fabbri.

aWarDS
 
2017 XXiii treccani degli alfieri award, finalist in the painting and photography section, lechi mu-
seum of montichiari (Brescia).

2015 national award “Faces” , organized by eneganart, first place in the  painting section, Complex 
of San Firenze, music Hall, oratorio dei Filippini, Florence.
Panel chaired by Fabio Cavallucci, Director of the Center for Contemporary art “luigi Pecci” in Prato.

2014 it is art that makes life, video contest remember Henry James, second place (for the best in-
terpretation of Henry James’s relationship with Florence and the artistic entourage) , Palagio di Parte 
Guelfa / Palazzo medici riccardi, Florence. event organized by Design of the Universe, laverna net and  
Beth Vermeer.

2013 international Painting award aldo tavella- City of Verona, third place, Barbaro loggia, Capita-
nio Palace, Verona, municipality and Province of Verona, Patronage of Veneto region.

2012 national Painting award Citta’ Di laStra, special notice, antico Spedale of Sant’antonio in 
lastra a Signa (Fi), panel chaired by Silvio loffredo.

2011 iV contest for painting “Barberino and its fractions”, second place, organized by the Cultural 
association “Francesco and andrea da Barberino”, panel chaired by elsa masi, municipality of Barberino 
Val d’elsa (Florence).
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WorKSHoP

2016 Workshop with GiUSePPe GaBellone. realization of a site specific project for the city of Flo-
rence in collaboration with the students of the ecole des Beaux arts in reims. academy of Fine arts in 
Florence, march 14-18, 2016. Coordinator Paolo Parisi.

2016 Workshop “la classe non è acqua “, street art and urban raid explained at the lavatoio, by Gior-
gio de Finis and lUCamaleonte, realization of a graffiti stencil work for the DiF museum in Formello 
(rome), march 12-13, 2016.

2015 Workshop “la tecnica pittorica di Carlo Dolci” (the painting technique of Carlo Dolci) , Pitti Pa-
lace, teatro del rondò di Bacco, Florence. organized by Palatine Gallery of Pitti Palace and the opificio 
delle Pietre Dure in Florence. Coordinators: anna Bisceglia, matteo Ceriana.

2015 Workshop “Spaghetti aglio olio e peperoncino a mezzanotte” (Spaghetti garlic oil and chili at 
midnight) night workshop with the artist SiSleY XHaFa, a path among streets and squares of the city, 
academy of Fine arts in Florence.

2012 Workshop “temart - il valore della conoscenza e conservazione del patrimonio” (temart - 
the value of knowledge and heritage conservation) updating training on innovative technologies and 
methodologies for material characterization, authentication and restoration of cultural heritage. Uni-
versity of Florence, Science Campus, april 16-17-18. Course schedule: 20 hours of theoretical lessons 
and 10 of laboratory practise. Coordinator of temart Project: Dr. Salvatore Siano.

2012 Workshop on imitation of Wooden essences and marbles 42 hours in the period January-april 
2012, at the art High School of  Florence (Porta romana). lecturer: prof. marco Cavallini.

2011 Workshop  Corso di quadraturismo (Quadrature  course) 42 hours in the period from Septem-
ber to December 2011, at the art High School of  Florence (Porta romana). lecturer: prof. marco Caval-
lini.

2010 national workshop aPlar 3, laser restoration applications, laser and lasers. Bari 18-19 June 
2010, Palazzo ateneo, Hall of frescoes, Piazza Umberto i.. theoretical and practical training.

2010 SiCar  - the ministry of Cultural Heritage and online Documentation on restoration: the in-
struments implemented, Florence State archives, october 20, 2010. training on the new systems for the 
documentation and archiving of restoration interventions through the system on-line SiCar, a day of 
studies organized by the ministry for Cultural Heritage and activities.

2005 Conference “le PittUre mUrali. riflessioni, Conoscenze, interventi” (Wall paintings. 
reflections, knowledge, interventions). Bressanone (University of Padova, summer branch) July 12-15, 
2005, Science and Cultural Heritage - XXi international Conference. 

2004 Corso di formatura (Forming of gypsum kits ) at the art High School of  Florence (Porta roma-
na), duration 81 hours. lecturer: Prof. Giovanni Hubbard-Fagnini-lauton-rocco Spina.
2000 Fresco technique, lime white, tempera on the wall, at the opificio delle Pietre Dure of Florence 
300 hours in the period January-June 2002, . lecturers:  Prof. Fabrizio Bandini- mariarosa lanfranchi.
2000 Corso integrativo di incisione 2000 - Supplementary Course on etching at “il Bisonte”, interna-
tional Graphic arts School. Course lecturer: Prof. manuel ortega. 

teaCHinG aCtiVitieS 

2017 Florence, academy of Fine arts, assistant painting course
 
2016 Florence, national institute of art (Porta romana) assistant graphics and painting course
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PUBliCationS
 
Catalogs and art magazines:

ileana mayol, Da Faces a Cambiamenti, eneGanart - Catalog of the exhibition, Palazzo dell’abbondan-
za, massa marittima, 2016, pp. 14-15.

Paola Bitelli, Valeria Bruni, edoardo maligigi, nUoVo meCenatiSmo #2, Palazzo medici riccardi , Floren-
ce, - Catalog of the exhibition, (Startpoint 2015, academy of Fine arts in Florence), pp.349-350.

lavinia rinaldi, Where art resides, FirenZe-maDe in tUSCanY, n. 37, winter 2016, pp. 144-149.

ileana mayol, Veronica Filippi, Faces, eneGanart, Catalog of the exhibition, 2015, pp. 18-19.

alberto Cristianini , Paolo Bambagioni, Faces, brochure of the exhibition. town Hall of Signa (Florence), 
Fresco room, 2015.

Citations   on newspapers : l’arena di Verona, la nazione di Firenze, la repubblica di Firenze, Bisenzio 
Sette.

ContaCtS

Bartolomeo CiCCone

Studio: Palazzo dei Pittori, (Palace of Painters) viale Giovanni milton 49, 50129, FirenZe (Florence/ italy)

website: www.palazzodeipittori.it

email:

bartolomeo.ciccone@email.it

mobile: 3284844168

fax: 055 444466

P.iVa: 05654910487

Website:

www.bartolomeociccone.com

www.facebook.com/palazzodeipittori
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